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In terms of clothing for your shoot, I'd suggest sticking to a 

mainly neutral/muted palette such as white, cream, tan, 

denim and pastels with optional pops of colour for one or 

two key pieces, such as a soft purple or rich yellow. 

I'd suggest avoiding black, neon colours and slogans or 

pictures on clothing as these don't tend to photograph well 

and can be distracting. Aim for colour combinations that 

compliment each other, rather than matching. 

Most importantly, make sure everyone feels comfortable 

and good in what they're wearing! Flat shoes are advised 

given the location for these shoots.

I am more than happy to help with outfit choices - feel free 

to send over some photos of your options if you'd like my 

opinion!
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The location for the Lavender Field Mini 

Sessions is Inglenook Farm, Moss Nook Ln, 

Rainford, WA11 8AE, accessible directly from 

Rainford By-Pass. As you look at the farm from 

the road, the lavender field is located to the left 

of the farm buildings. 

The car park is located to the right, so please 

arrive in enough time to walk from the car park 

to the field. Arriving late will result in a shorter 

shoot as time slots are back-to-back and cannot

be extended.

https://www.inglenookfarm.co.uk/

Any questions just get in touch by emailing hello@saraheddonphotography.com. 

If you have any problems on the day feel free to phone me on 07948650958. If I 

can't answer straight away I will call back. 

See you there!

Sarah x

WHAT TO EXPECT AND HOW TO PREPARE

LOCATION

My mini shoots are just a shortened version of my usual sessions - very relaxed, unposed and 

natural. When you arrive at the location (see below) I will be finishing up with the previous session 

so please wait to one side of the field and I will call you over when it's time for your shoot. 

Over the 20 minute session I will make suggestions for where to sit/stand, which direction to walk 

in etc. and there will be occasional 'smile for the camera' moments but a majority of the shoot will 

be unprompted and candid. If there are any specific shots you have in mind please let me know 

before the session and I will do my best to weave these in. 

Have a think about whether there are any special items you would like to incorporate into the

shoot such as a scan photo for maternity sessions or a favourite toy for baby shoots and bring 

these along. Also remember to bring along anything you may need to help the shoot run 

smoothly, such as snacks for little ones and extra layers in case it gets a bit cooler. 


